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Title: DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round: Core Fighters Character: Raidou
Genre: Action
Developer:
Team NINJA, KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280×720 pixel over

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Online modes for Dead or Alive 5 Last Round will be added in a patch within 3 months of release.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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Funny bright and beautifully designed game about comparing two pictures for differences, this time space theme is on: every
difference gets the achievement - easy to make it a perfect game.. It took me 3.3 hours to solve the mystery \/ get the
achievement for that.

This game had its moments. It was very short, but money isn't a factor to me, so I don't measure value by dollar\/hour. It
simulated the old PS1 graphics pretty well, and it got a bit intense towards the end, when the clock became a real factor and the
music ramped up. The underlying sci-fi premise was a neat enough concept, and it was very cool when you saw yourself and the
other player character as zombies.

However, there are a ton of problems with it - so many that it is barely a game. So, I had to give it a negative rating in the end.

The number one issue is content. There is barely any content in this game. There are 4 enemy types - zombies, crawlers, rats,
and bats - and then a "boss" type, all extremely primitive in design with nothing really going for them other than following the
player. There's not a lot of room variety and you will often see the same handful of rooms several times in one play-through.
There are only 3 guns, a knife, and proximity mines for weapons (from what I could find). There is hardly an intro and barely an
ending scene and no cinematics or other story-related scenes for the rest of the game (story is executed through notes and it is
very bare-bones). Overall, the lack of content is so severe that this alone makes it barely a game, and more of a pre-alpha demo.

I found certain aspects of the mechanics terrible. I didn't like that there was no quick turn and that pretty often enemies were
positioned so that they could get cheap shots in on you when the camera perspective changed. The camera perspective didn't
work very well in larger rooms; from one angle, you'd see an enemy, but at another angle the enemy would vanish, even if that
new angle still showed the same space in the room. When you get hit, for some reason your character faces the enemy
sometimes, and enemies damage you just by walking into them, so very often you were prone to getting hit multiple times due
to the game's archaic tank controls. The menu was a bit awkward to navigate because of the sloppy design. Also, I REALLY
would have liked to be able to hide certain elements of the UI, namely the XP and fatigue meters over your head.

Room design needs improvement. Most rooms are overly large and empty. They don't have to be so spacious. They should also
look a lot better - even if he is attempting to simulate PS1 graphics, the old Resident Evil games had far more detailed
environments. This game felt somewhere between Resident Evil 1 and the original Alone in the Dark, which gave it a nice vibe
at times, but overall it just feels cheap. And, while I understand that procedural generation is a key part of this game's
replayability, I am not a huge fan of it - there needs to be a lot of pre-generated content and more stunning set pieces in the mix
for me to enjoy it for longer periods, because otherwise the level design feels scattered, lazy, and repetitive. One of the best
aspects of the old Resident Evil games was their stunning set pieces and hand-crafted angles which this game completely lacks
due to procedural generation.

Also, this game needed proofreading \/ proper editing. The text in the game is riddled with typos and it is very clear the
developer is not a native English speaker. There's not much text in the game overall, so this probably could have been done
using a freelancer and a shoestring budget. The presentation of the game was weak to begin with, and the poorly written notes
made it even worse. And like Jim Sterling points out, the name Vaccine doesn't really make sense - that's not how vaccines
work.

That said, I would love to see the developer continue using this engine that he created to create a sequel that has far more
content, more enemies, better combat, more puzzles, and is just more of a real, full game. I would definitely play it. The game
has something going for it, but it needs way more fine tuning first. Only play this game if you absolutely need to play a new
game that is mechanically similar to Resident Evil 1, regardless of how thin those similarities are.. By far one of the best Ys
games I have ever played. The story is great and so is the battles. I recommend the controller for this game, because for me it
was hard for me to use the keyboard so I switched to the controller. Thank you for making this game!. Quite fun game with
constant updates and very active developers on discord. Gameplay right now did not bother me, albeit it is a bit on the shallow
side when you get to the lategame. It is a nice game to relax to after work and work on a shop, resupply, handle the customers,
see events and such. Nice to keep an eye out for it.. i love farm mania. STOP STARTING STEAM BIG PICTURE MODE
WHEN I PLAY THE GAME!. (I Fell in Love with) The Majesty of Colors is one of those games that nearly everyone of a certain
age has played. It was one of the first flash games I ever played, and it had a profound effect on how I view myself and the
world. I'm so happy that this piece of internet history has been preserved so well.
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5\/5; I fell in love all over again.. Surprisingly good. The acting in the bonus level was a bit over-the-top at times, but whatever. No
issues with bad or incorrect translations, a couple interesting twists on the usual mechanics. If you play a ton of these games, even
the most difficult setting might be a bit easy. The game has achievements in it, so it's disappointing to not see those hooked up to
Steam achievements; maybe they can do that in an update.

This is hardly game of the year material, but it's one of the better P&C\/HOG I've seen lately.
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Buy it if and only if you enjoyed the common route. If you're not sure, don't bother; you're really paying for more of the same
thing.

This title has a huge cast of characters. Many characters have 2 or 3 names, which makes it unnecessarily hard to keep
track of them. Many characters are also flat, as if each of them only served as a foil for another character.

Charaters' lines are garnished with gratuitous German, gratuitous biblical verses, and gratuitous philosophical rambling.
This drags out fight scenes, and makes the characters seems alien and out of touch with reality.

CG are in high resolution; movies are not. UI is antiquated, and ADV-style text boxes obscure CGs.

. I'd appreciate more care in the design of the game; some sequences weren't executed well due to the text box hiding the key
items, and then there's the map...as seen in the screenshots...poorly done, and compromised the gameplay greatly. The story did
alright with getting me interested, but I wouldn't call this game ready for a full release.. This is a cool DLC, lots of fun playing
with this skin.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Awesome modelling
-Unique type of iconography such as the flames and bones over the armor and a unique type of helmet
-Now you can play as one of the Legion of the Damned, it is said that they are the daemonic army of the Emperor and they
show up and turn the tide of every battle in the favor of the Emperor's forces

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/\/10 would purge again!. Scenarios are not editable by in-game editor because of poor visibility, when I try
RW tools, it crashes scenario selection!

http:\/\/tinypic.com\/view.php?pic=16hjgno&s=9 - visibility is very limited

DABpbkfa:

- traction effort dial only works with dynamic brakes, not with forward tractive effort
- Screen on the left shows that main power is off
- no doors closed indicator
- AFB keybord keys don't work (Y\/Z, C) but you can set it by mouse
- AFB doesn't hold speed on downward slopes
- sometimes there is very loud noise when driving over switches \/ gaps in track inside the cabin, sometimes there is right
amount of noise but only outside of the train and there is none inside
- No braking noise at all
- Curve noise is only audible if under 50 km\/h (maybe the track is brand new, or more banked on high speed segments i don't
know, but it doesn't sound right)
- 143 traction motors \/ blower sound seems new (maybe not) but they are good

Route notes:

- Lighting seems too bright, scenario is set in cloudless day and headlights (also on other trains) shine as at midnight, tail lights
iluminate object few meters away bright red, cars look like they all have brand new chrome paint
- Sassnitz (route end) have 70 km\/h speed limit till the end, it doesn't seems real, but I am only an amateur :)

BR 143:
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- traction effort dial doesn't work on dynamic braking
- AFB keeps speed but still too high on downward slopes
- it accelerates like formula 1, notch 6 feels like notch 20 (with 3 carriages, so maybe they are very light)

BR 120:

- has new? cab which is nicely done, but physics and functions are still miles off compared to VR version
- only one scenario?
- It has BRAKING NOISE and curves make sound also! Yay :)
- AFB still bad on downward slopes :(
- AFB doesn't slow down if slower speed is set.
- Still my favorite engine on this route.

BR 155 is good as always.

After all scenarios - route 70%, rolling stock 30%, non-editable scenarios 0%, final score 33%. You can Marry Nep!. [TL;DR]
The movement mechanics, combat system and gameplay are really good but the tutorial really lacks.

The initial tutorial teachces you the basic movement but after the tutorial you are asked to choose a "doll", these dolls
have different mechanics that are not really explained well. It took me 30 minutes trying different buttons and
combinations till I figured most of the movement mechanics for my "doll".
Once I figured out the button combinations\/mechanics of my "doll" it was really good, the movement is really nice.

The two things I disliked is that the enemies won't stop spawning even if you have cleared the zone already (everytime
you die new enemies spawn on top of the ones that were still alive) and that the brightness\/contrast settings can't be
changed.. Although the addon strictly speaking is 'accurate', it is now of the high quality that I expected my 14.99 to be
worth. I am training in real life for a PPL on the Cessna 152, and I wish for a more accurate and usable simulator
version for when I am not flying in real life.. bots plase!!!!!!!!!!!
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